The five articles in this special feature extend the discovery of regular patterns of deviation from scaling laws and from continuous distributions of attributes in ecosystems and other complex systems. These patterns suggest that these systems organize over discrete ranges of scale and that organization abruptly shifts with changes in scale. If this is so, scaling laws (for example, see West 1997 West , 1999 Zipf 1949) serve only as the baseline from which to measure those departures, and those departures indicate "scale breaks" (transitions) between scales of structure in complex systems. Patterns in the deviations from a scaling-law baseline may provide hints of the processes that cause the emergence of the scaling relationships themselves. At minimum, the investigation of departures from scaling laws gives us a clue into the nature of structure and process in ecological systems.
Ecosystems may be structured by relatively few key processes, each operating at specific temporal and spatial scales (Carpenter and Leavitt 1991; Levin 1992 ). The distinct temporal frequencies and spatial scale characterizing these processes creates landscape structures with scale-specific pattern (Burrough 1981; O'Neill and others 1991; Milne and others 1992) . This may in turn entrain attributes of animals residing on the landscape (Holling 1992 ) because different-sized animals living upon the same landscape perceive their environment at different scales (Milne and others 1989; Holling 1992; Peterson and others 1998) (Figure 1 ). Holling (1992) suggested that this entrainment reflects adaptations to the discontinuous pattern of resource distribution acting through animal community assembly and evolution, both by sorting species and by providing a specific set of evolutionary opportunities and constraints. On the animal community level, this should be expressed by a discontinuous distribution of species body masses (Holling 1992) . Within a system, aggregations of species body masses are separated by discrete breaks (or discontinuities) separating different ranges of scale. Animals within a particular body mass aggregation perceive and exploit the environment at the same range of scale (Peterson and others 1998) (Figure 2 ).
Holling's proposition that ecosystem structure entrains attributes of animals-such as body mass distributions (the textural discontinuity hypothesis)-was received with some skepticism, but also with interest. It is now generally accepted that many attributes of ecosystems are discontinuously distributed, but mechanisms other than entrainment by ecological structure (Brown 1995) have been proposed. However, most of the disagreements with Holling's proposition have been technical, focusing on the methods used to detect discontinuities (Manly 1996; Siemann and Brown 1999) .
New evidence for a link between landscape structure at different scales and body mass distributions has provided support for the textural discontinuity hypothesis. Discontinuous body mass patterns have been documented in many systems (see for example, Holling 1992; Restrepo and others 1997; Lambert and Holling 1998 ; Allen and others 1999; Raf-faelli and others 2000; Havlicek and Carpenter 2001) . The analyses of Raffaelli and others (2000) and Havlicek and Carpenter (2001) , further suggest that discontinuous patterns within animal body mass distributions are conservative, robust to perturbations and species turnover. The association of scale breaks with attributes of species independent of the determination of body mass structure, invasiveness, and decline (Allen and others 1999) has provided additional support that the patterns identified in body mass distributions are in fact real.
The analysis of landscape patterns has demonstrated that changes in spatial pattern across different ranges of scales are described by different scaling relationships (Krummel and others 1987) , and the analysis of the relationship between species richness and spatial scale has established the existence of different scaling relationships at different scales (Crawley and Harral 2001) . In between scales, there are sharp breaks between these scaling regimes (Krummel and others 1987; Crawley and Harral 2001) .
For obvious reasons, a direct experimental link between body mass aggregations and landscape pattern across scales remains elusive, but a relationship between body mass and vegetation structure has been demonstrated (Morse and others 1988; Shorrocks 1991) . Raffaelli and others (2000) were able to conduct manipulations of marine sediment invertebrate assemblages, and they established that perturbations affected densities and abundance of taxa but that patterns in the size spectra were conserved. They concluded that the size spectra were probably constrained by habitat structure.
In this special feature of Ecosystems, we further explore the causes, commonality, and consequences of discontinuous structure in complex systems, with a focus on ecosystems. This feature consists of five papers. The first (Holling and Allen 2002) outlines the difficulties, and suggests a remedy, in analyzing seemingly intractable ecological data where causes are multiple, scales of influence many, and experimental manipulation impossible. Statistics, especially frequentist statistics, fail to detect pattern in data such as body mass or city-size distributions; and the manipulation of entire ecosystems at multiple scales with replication is more than a challenge. Thus, a more fluid approach is needed to determine the most likely mechanisms underlying discontinuities and to make comparisons of patterns among different systems. Holling and Allen describe an approach called "adaptive inference," which sorts and sifts among multiple, overlapping, and not entirely separable causes of structure in ecosystems.
Critical for support of the textural discontinuity hypothesis is the identification of the mechanisms Figure 1 . Time and space scales of the boreal forest and their relationship to some of the processes that structure the forest. These processes include insect outbreaks, fire, atmospheric processes, and the rapid carbon dioxide increase in modern times. Scales at which deer mouse, beaver, and moose choose food items, occupy a home range, and disperse to locate suitable home ranges vary with their body size. Adapted from Peterson and others (1998) . Figure 2 . Animal body mass patterns reflect the scalespecific domains of key structuring processes. Space-time domains of a hypothetical system are shown as open circles; body mass distribution of a hypothetical animal community entrained by these processes is indicated by black circles on an ascending body mass axis (not shown). Patterns in the animal body mass distribution reflect scales of structure available in the system. that generate such discontinuities. Peterson (2002) uses spatial modeling of fire to explore how contagious disturbances may structure ecosystems across a broad range of scales. He demonstrates how the ecological "memory" of past fires influences the persistence of spatial structure at different scales. He shows that spatial pattern can be produced by simple interactions between contagious disturbance processes and vegetative dynamics, if the landscape holds a memory of past fires. Ecological processes that are strongly "remembered" by an ecosystem have the potential to become keystone processes that generate ecological structure at specific scales and thus have the potential to entrain other processes and ecological attributes, such as body-size patterns.
Forys and Allen (2002) explore the consequences of species turnover on the body mass pattern and within and across scale distribution of functional groups for the vertebrates of the Everglades ecosystem. They show that despite a large turnover in species composition resulting from species invasions and extinctions, overall body mass patterns do not change substantially; moreover, the richness and distribution of functional groups both within and across scales do not change (although functional group representation does change). Their analysis provides compelling evidence of the robustness and persistence of the patterns detected, suggesting strong self-organization and resilience in the Everglades system despite enormous perturbations.
Allen and Saunders (2002) extend the earlier findings of Allen and others (1999) that first suggested that the discontinuities in animal body mass distributions represent scale breaks. They examine the phenomenon of nomadism in birds in an Australian Mediterranean-climate ecosystem and find that nomadic birds also cluster about scale breaks (that is, they occur at the edge of body mass aggregations). The clustering of these phenomena at predictable scale breaks suggests that variability in resource distribution or availability is greatest at these states. Location at scale breaks affords species great opportunity, but also a potential for crisis. Complex behaviors such as nomadism may evolve most efficiently and commonly at scale breaks, where there is the greatest potential reward, albeit with the highest potential cost.
Bessey (2002) extends the discovery of discontinuities and departures from scaling laws to city-size distributions. He suggests that the landscape of social structures categorized as cities is scale dependent and that inferences about city-size distribution may be misleading if made at inappropriate scales.
City systems reflect humans' adaptation to their environment. Bessey's analysis suggests that there are persistent deviations from scaling laws in citysize distributions analyzed at the appropriate scale and that these deviations reflect city function and evolution.
Cross-scale structure, the partitioning of diversity within and across scales, the importance of scale breaks, and the phenomena associated with scale breaks are fruitful avenues of investigation in the analysis of ecological, economic, and social systems. If discontinuous distributions reflect underlying structure at different scales, the analysis of changes in these distributions will be a powerful tool to assay changes in landscape structure and the processes responsible for maintaining them. It may provide a strong link between the often disparate fields of ecology and economics, and a powerful synthetic tool that can be used to analyze complex systems, such as ecological-economic-social systems, and to offer insight into their generation and their resilience.
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